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Why Officer Wellness Matters:

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jO01Qeg15KU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jO01Qeg15KU


Goals:
� 1. Identify reasons why promoting officer wellness is 

beneficial to organization and individual officer

� 2. Evaluate leadership styles and messages about 
officer wellness that help/hinder

� 3. Learn impact of le stress, critical incident stress; 
effective prevention and intervention models

� 4. Learn elements of and how to implement and utilize 
effective EAP, Peer and CISM programs

� 5. Identify 2 things you can do to promote officer 
wellness



SUPPORT OPTIONS
� Peer Team/CISM Team

� EAP

� Chaplaincy Program

� Division Psych services/Psychologist



What do you think of when you 
think of Officer Wellness?
� List Areas

� How does your agency address Officer Wellness?

� What do these things have to do with Officer Safety?



The good news: traits which enable first 
responders to do the job

� Officers well equipped to navigate stress
� Personality profile of first responders (Mitchell) helps 

deflect the “bad stuff”
� Effectively compartmentalize
� Protective shield
� High resiliency
� Tend to de-personalize; i.e. “not my kid”
� Focus on getting the job done
� Officers often highly motivated



Personality Traits of Emergency 
Service Workers
� Obsessive/Compulsive…All or nothing
� Action oriented
� Highly dedicated
� Easily bored
� Difficulty saying no
� Caretakers
� High tolerance for stress



The down side: how those 
traits block awareness of stress impact
� “I have high bp and my MD says its from stress”

� “My kids say I am grouchy all the time”

� “I am using pain meds but my injury was 3 years ago 

and don’t really know if I need them still”

� “My partner keeps asking me what is wrong?”

� “Spouse says I drink too much;  I KNOW I drink too 

much”

� “I feel guilty about cheating on my spouse”

� “These thoughts won’t leave my brain.  Am I crazy?”





Organizational Culture:
� What kind of messages do you/ your chain of 

command/your organization make about “GETTING 
HELP?”  About Wellness?  About being stressed?

� How do these messages impact your officers?
� Are you modeling the kind of message that would have 

helped you, and that you want your agency to have?
� Are you holding your coc accountable to carry out an 

“effective message”?



� Officer “K”:  

� “I was reluctant to talk to someone;  I am a newer 
officer;  my supervisor talked negatively about getting 
help so it took me awhile to call.  Getting this baggage 
out saved my marriage.  I wish I would have done this 
earlier”



Impact of the job:
� 8 years

� More Po’s die from own hand than line of duty

� 2018:  165 (suicide); 145 (lodd)

� 2017:  164 (suicide); 129 (lodd)

� Stress is physical:   bp, cardio, gastro.  Higher rates of diabetes, 
cancer, auto-immune disorders  (ACES Study)

� 25-30% po’s have stress related physical problems

� President’s Aging!

� Brain Scan/PTSD

� “The Body Keeps the Score”:   

http://besselvanderkolk.net/the-body-keeps-the-score.html



Bulletproof Leadership:  Employee 
Suicide Prevention

� IACP symposium on issue of employee suicide:  
significant obstacles to suicide prevention is a culture 
that looks with disdain, avoidance and judgement 
on any mental wellness issues.

� Serious impediments to real improvements include 
fear of consequences for asking for help, 
confidentiality concerns, lack of training.



IACP Symposium:
� What does make a difference:

� “Being an engaged supervisor, 
building trust, giving recognition, just 
spending a few minutes of quality time 
w/ an employee might make the 
difference between suicide and life”



� Spirituality is #1 trait found in highly resilient individuals

� Article:
� Vicarious Traumatization and Spirituality in Law 

Enforcement;  Lynn Tover, Ed.D

� “Check In Meetings”

Spiritual Resiliency for Law 
Enforcement



2 Examples of ways to impact 
culture:
� Recruit Training:

� Gilmartin’s book:  Emotional Survival for LE”
� New PO’s discussion following FTO period

� “Check In” Initiative
� Identified “high risk” unit
� Broadened to other units



Recognizing that stress happens:
� Sources of Police Stress:

� Constant exposure to people’s suffering
� Threats to an officer’s safety or health
� Having to be in control of emotions even when 

provoked
� The inconclusive nature of police work
� Administrative stress….WHAT?
� Social media
� Societal views of law enforcement



Symptoms of Police Stress
� Fatigue
� Cynicism
� Numbed out
� Too much:  Drinking, Gaming, etc
� “Checked out” in personal life
� Lack of balance
� Low resilience so “stuff” gets inside the shield
� All the physical effects:  High bp, diabetes, etc.





“If I had the opportunity to 
talk a long time ago…I 
would’ve felt more normal, 
and less crazy.  Maybe I’d 
still be married”

Quote from a first 
responder, several 
years following 
their involvement 
in a critical 
incident



Substance Abuse:
� 1.  General population=  10-20%

LEO organizations=  approx. 30%  (Violanti: up to 35%)

2.  Stigma of “addiction/alcoholism” prevents officers 
from seeking help early  
3. Personality profile of officers:  take charge, in control, 
problem solvers;  problem gets masked
4. LEO Culture;  drinking “ok, encouraged”
5. Seen as a “weakness”;  if I admit I have a problem 
maybe it means I can’t do my job
6. Shame and embarrassment…nobody wants to be an 
alcoholic 



� Steve F.

� Joe B.

� Officer “M”

� Officer “S”





Other consistent issues we see:
� Relationship, Family conflicts
� Dependent kids
� Finances (reliance on special duty?)
� Depression/Anxiety (frequently masked by being in 

control persona)

Most officers handle effectively;  until, the seeds of 
traumatic stress grows roots….then routine life 
stressors become unmanageable.



Employee Assistance Program:
� A work placed based program to assist 

employees/family members
� Different forms within different organizations;  smaller 

organizations contracted, vs. internal programs within 
larger organizations

� Deal with variety of life issues that “may” impact job 
performance

� A management tool to re-direct employees who may 
be, or are going down a disciplinary path



Promotes:
Healthy behaviors

Healthy lifestyles

Optimum job performance

Good investment in personnel

Demonstrates organizations commitment to helping 
employees through difficult times

Role of an EAP---wise use of 
resources



Lessons learned:  City of Cols EAP
1. Internal EAP; housed under Health Dept.

2. Confidentiality!

3. Scope of practice=short term counseling/linkage to 
other resources appropriate for LE

4.  How we talk about what we do:
• A safe, confidential place to get stuff off your chest
• Identify what you are doing that is working, and
• Identify other options 



Components of an effective First Responder 
Employee Assistance Program

� Confidentiality
� Must be easily accessible
� Trusted relationships
� EAP readily available
� EAP staff must be 

familiar with law 
enforcement

� EAP staff involved in 
related initiatives within 
the Division 

� Partner with peers
� Work collaboratively with 

both labor and 
management

� Stay focused on goal of 
helping

� Bridge to other needed 
resources

� Cultivate relationships 
w/ “First Responder-
friendly providers”



� “M” is a po of over 15 years.  M has been under doctor’s 
care for high bp.  M’s MD has stated that stress seems 
to be a factor and wanted M to talk to a counselor.

� M comes to EAP to appease both MD and spouse, but 
doesn’t think it is needed.

� Although guarded, M ends up talking excessively and 
asked to return, bp improves.   M now uses EAP on a 
periodic basis to “dump stress”.

Examples—Self Referral



� “G” has been an officer for 8 years.  G’s supervisor had 
called EAP to inquire about how to motivate G, who 
was using excessive time and was developing a 
reputation as a “slug”.   Both this supervisor and their 
supervisor spoke with G and asked G to attend EAP.

� G came to EAP and stated he was “relieved somebody 
stepped in and kicked me in the butt”.   G asked to 
attend EAP periodically; all reports are that attendance 
and motivation have dramatically improved.  G 
interested in becoming an FTO.

Informal Supervisory Referral



� “P” has just been through a disciplinary process, some 
of which involved their difficulty controlling their 
anger.

� P’s COC uses formal process to require them to attend 
EAP, and follow EAP recommendations.  This involves 
both counseling and attendance with Anger 
Management.

� P signs release allowing EAP to verify attendance and 
participation with EAP, to COC.

� P realizes that unmanaged anxiety and traumatic 
stress a factor and continues on.

Formal supervisory referral



What if you don’t have an EAP?
� Put the word out that you are looking for law 

enforcement “friendly” providers
� Seek out provider recommendations from within your 

agency
� Look to neighboring communities
� Avoid public agencies
� Then cultivate a professional relationship with a/some 

of these providers;  educate them about your culture, 
offer for them to do ride alongs, roll call visits to talk 
about neutral topics (i.e. parenting, finances, stress) 
for 10 minutes



� Peer Teams:
� 1. Peer programs effective
� 2. Confidentiality must be insured!!!
� 3. Member selection: well respected, credible, diverse
� 4. Endorsed by administration, but best when peer team 

coordinators are not top level, nor HR
� 5. Have a structure, scope/limits of peer involvement:   

ICISF Model recommended
� 6. Comprehensive team which includes mental health 

provides opportunity for bridging officer when needed

Support Resources



Critical Incidents and CISM Stress 



What is a Critical Incident?

� An event that has the potential to create 
significant human distress and can overwhelm 
one’s usual coping mechanisms



Work related Critical Incidents
� Death/serious injury of child
� Multiple casualty
� Line of duty injury/death
� Suicide of colleague
� Victim known to responder
� Administrative betrayal
� Excessive media coverage
� Prolonged failed rescue



“LIFE” Challenge Critical Incidents

� Divorce
� Substance Abuse
� Anxiety/Anger/Depression
� Financial problems
� Gambling
� Suicidal ideation/action



Common signs/symptoms of stress 
reaction

� Physical

� Emotional

� Cognitive

� Behavioral

� Spiritual

� “Normal reactions of normal people to abnormal 
events”



PHYSICAL:
� Sweating
� Dizziness
� Nausea
� Muscle tremors
� Shock symptoms….get checked!
� Chest pains….get checked!



EMOTIONAL:
� Excessive/flooding of emotion
� Shut down/Detached
� Anxiety
� Easily irritated/Angered
� Feeling guilty
� Pervasive sadness; feeling “blue”



COGNITIVE:
� “Fuzzy thinking”
� Disorientation
� Difficulty w/ memory; details
� Poor problem solving
� Difficulty multi tasking



BEHAVIORAL:
� Increase in alcohol use
� Lethargy
� Excessive/inappropriate humor
� Excessive talking/jabbering
� Difficulty sitting still
� Withdrawing/isolating



Spiritual
� Crisis of faith
� Questioning “Why would God let that happen?”
� Diminished faith/hope



� For many, critical incident stress symptoms will work 
themselves out

� Denial or avoidance WILL make traumatic stress 
symptoms worse….think pressure cooker or “growing 
roots”

� “The consequences of avoiding dealing w/ stress 
symptoms are that they will sneak up on you with 
behavior that causes problems between you, your 
peers, your loved ones, and in physical symptoms 
or disease”.



Scenarios



� 1. You supervise a veteran officer of over 15 years.  He 
has a reputation for being a maverick and has had 
several citizen complaints over the course of his career.  
You have heard that he has made disparaging remarks 
about you as a supervisor, and you have directly 
overheard him making negative comments about the 
division, on several different occasions.  He never 
misses work, is extremely reliable and completes all 
paperwork in a timely manner.



� 2. One of your officers has seemed distant and 
distracted lately, although her job performance is 
acceptable.  You are aware that she is having marital 
problems because she has confided in you about this, 
and has asked for your advice about if she should leave 
her husband.

�



� 3. You now supervise an officer you came on with.  
While always an average performer, his job 
performance has recently been marked by periodic 
tardy’s and his peers have told you that they do not 
want to be partnered with him.  You know that he has 
been depressed, and you suspect he has come in 
slightly hung over.



� 4.  One of your officers is a veteran who has served 2 
tours of duty.  His demeanor is more rigid, he seems 
easily agitated and irritated by minor things, and you 
are aware that he exploded on a peer after their shift 
was over.  His job performance is acceptable and he 
has not been missing work.



� 5.  After taking over a precinct and examining the 
background of your assigned officers, you learn that 
one of the senior and usually reliable officers has 
recently had lingering health problems related to an 
on duty injury, has been dealing with a divorce and 
custody issues, and works a lot of special.  You learn 
that this officer just got an OVI.



� 6.  After roll call, a veteran officer asks if she can speak 
with you in private.  She has always been a very active 
and safe officer, but tells you that she can no longer 
stand to be active and conduct police work for a 
department that scrutinizes and second guesses the 
work that good officers do.  She says that she will not 
conduct any self-initiated activity.



� 7.  One of your officers was involved in an on duty 
shooting which resulted in the death of a suspect.  The 
officers actions were within policy and the officer 
returned to duty shortly after the incident.  Several 
months later, this officer has been making mistakes on 
reports, marking off more than usual, and tells you 
that he is not sleeping and began using sleep medicine 
to get rest.



� 8.  Several of your officers recently responded to a 
multiple homicide involving 4 members of a family, 
including 2 children.  You check in with your officers 
at the end of their shift, and they all respond that they 
are “ok”, yet you observed several of them getting 
choked up.  You know that 3 of your officers have 
young children.



�What are the messages in your 
organization about:
�Wellness?
�Being stressed?
�Getting help?



� 2 ways you can promote officer wellness?

� THANK YOU!!!

� Lisa Callander 

� lisac@columbus.gov

� 614-645-6849

mailto:lisac@columbus.gov

